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PASSANTI /iNdOOR
153 sliced mirrors 1,5 cm thin, anchored at the base on a wodden baroque frame, 1200x230 cm - site specific 
installation for San Carlo Foundation, Modena. 2016

The work has its primary element in the thinner mirror that can be cut without breaking it, as a portrait of the 
contemporary individual. By extending over the available space, this element breaks the surrounding context 
melting every single presence into a multiplicity where no one can find himself alone. 



R1 (vanishing line)
graphite on paper, framed 50x35 cm. 2005 – (work in progress)



PASSANTI / iNdOOR
Mirrors sliced at 1,5 cm - variable height and 
frame - 2006. 

Above: installation view at Fondazione Collegio 
San Carlo, Modena. 2016.



A WAY
Mirrored glass for the Major’s house 400x300 cm - winner of 52nd Campigna prize, 
sculpture-park of Santa Sofia (FC). 2010

TheThe shape of the mirror and the title recall two happenings of the past history of the village of S. 
Sofia: the hearthquake of 1918 and the removal of the church of S. Lucia to open a way for cars. 
The project with the ambiguos shape that resemble at the same time the river crossing the 
village and a crack in the wall, reflects the surroundings, and it connects to another work “Ulisses 
exile” by Anne and Patrick Poirer, that is in the sculpture park.



PARЖOUR
China Ink on paper 21x29,7 cm. Stampa Lambda Diasec 17,5 cm x variable length; wood branches and clay, variable sizes. Work in progress from 2015.

AphorismsAphorisms from the Tao-Te-Ching are written in different languages with sillables coming from signboards, shot, printed and stored in tipography boxes; the original ideograms of each phrase written in this way, are laser 
cut on wood braches hidden inside a ceramic coating: when the ceramic piece cooks in the oven, the wood burns away: the « negative » of the unknown ideograms remains invisibly inside each ceramic sculpture. An 
artist book is collecting the urban maps covered in search of the syllables for the Tao: each map is traced with China ink on the imprints of the cracked glass covering the clay.



PARЖOUR
Multimedia Installation - Lambda Diasec print; 17,5x110 cm - work in progress. Viafarini, Milan 2014. La Chambre blanche, Quebec City, 2016.

ParжouParжour is an alternative practice of Urban Writing carried out through the most common mobile device’s geo-reference systems. Smartphone/Ipad and the connected georeferenced systems are used to write aphorisms 
from the Tao Te Ching, by taking pictures to syllables and words found along the way from advertising, sign-boards and any other kind of writings in the urbanscape. Words, letters and other elements to form the phrases, 
are shot with the mobile device and geolocalized; the focus on unexpected details is thus linked to the subtle variation in the everyday’s forced paths, and a more extended idea of displacement comes into action.



THE DOMINA EFFECT
Road markings with the 26 alphabet letters (Ricreazioni, 4 artists for Mirandola: Bertocchi, Losi, Favelli, Pergola) - 80 cm diameter, 2013 

AfterAfter the earthquake the signs on the maps do not correspond to the same territory, inside and outside are turned upside down, the link between things and their meaning  is broken. The deep crisis that affects an 
earthquake town is here turned into a crisis of the language; words - also - are not the same anymore. During the opening a performance takes place where visitors are guided from one letter to the other, and by changing 
a single letter the “dominO effect” that is usually connected to the fall of the houses due to the earthquake, changes into “dominA effect”, a symbolic earthquake leading to the renewal of language.



THE DOMINA EFFECT
graphic intervnetion for the exhibition catalogue, 21x15 cm - Fortino Editions



NOVUM ORGANUM
Ink-jet print on paper, 60 X 42 cm - 2010



PROPOSPOSITION (DIALOGUE)
Cryptogram: each logo corresponds to a letter of the alphabet.  Ink jet print, 13 panels 50x 70 cm 
(2013) 

99 letters of the alphabet are replaced by the logo of a company in 2 different works: the first, a 
letter to a friend, is the key for translating the second, that alone would be undetermined. The 
contract subscribed with the 9 companies owner of each logo is part of the work, that can be 
considered a tryptic.



SCULTURE 
Sculptured books - Bologna, Melbookstore - 2007; Modena, biblioteca Delfini and Galleria Civica - 2008
Some of the most important political essays from the Seventies, belonging to my family, are deepened and 
sculptured inside, and hidden among contemporary best sellers in a modern bookstore; in the “holes” of these 
books are placed worldly findings: pictures, small objects, photographs, witnessings of the social life by means 
of which every book is written.



CLAUSURA 
Installation with books 120x230x100 cm - ink jet print, variable measure - 2005
With the books of my family I close a part of the house: public opening takes place



EPIPHANY 
3 sculptures 50 x 170 cm; video 4’52” - 2007 
A group action carried out at the women bookshop in 
Milan, to make visibile the materiality of our thoughts: the 
resulting sculptures, made of thights filled with book’s 
paper, are exposed to the public in the street windows.  



MUSEE DE L’OHM: SIGNIFICANCE
Christening of Musée de l’OHM c/o neon>campobase gallery - Bologna, 24 September 2009

The Opening Here Museum (OHM) is a mobile-museum founded inside a chest of drawers from the XIX 
century. The outside surface has been carved during an happening where etching tools where offered 
to the visitors of the neon>campobase gallery in Bologna. This performance was conceived as a sort of 
christening, and it referred to Marina Abramovic’s performance Rithm 0 (1974).

ThThe during this happening the middle drawer was displaced on a set of pallets, where a serie of 500 wodden 
eggs marked with the symbol of the OHM were for sale. This parallel event was titled 1 OHM = 15 euros)



B-side
graphite on paper, 42X29,7 cm - 2014, work in progress.

ThiThis series of bilateral drawings form a physiological self-portrait and tracing of 
the drawing brain; by drawing the left side of the brain with the right hand and 
the right side with the left, I re-enact the insight experience, when the two-halves 
rejoin into one with a lightning passing through: this experience is transferred to 
the drawing surface.



MUSEE DE L’OHM
Mobile - museum. Since november 2009 located c/O Museo Civico Medievale di Bologna.

After the christening at galleria neon>campobase, OHM is today based at the Medieval Museum of 
Bologna, inside the Cospian Room, where is hosting contemporary art exhibitions. 
The way OHM is organized is based on the typical architecture from the ancients in Pompei, 
casa-bottega, that bridged the dwelling and the working place in a single building:

TheThe top drawer - “pergula” of the casa-bottega the top floor where the family used to live, is the place 
in the museum hosting temporary exhibitions; the middle drawer - “negotium” on the street, contains a 
collection of serial art crafts for sale and can be displaced in different locations as a moving platform; 
the relation with the marketplace is therefore signified by a hole; the bottom drawer - “secreta”, is the 
warehouse where the permanent collection is kept together with small objects coming from private 
contributions. Its content becomes visible through a glass window when the negotium is removed.

The documentation of the exhibitions hosted at OHM is available in a dedicated catalogue.The documentation of the exhibitions hosted at OHM is available in a dedicated catalogue.



QUADRETTI
graphite on paper, variable sizes. 2004 - (work in progress)



QUADRETTI
graphite on paper - different dimensions. 2003 - 2013 (work in progress)

the series may be defined “analytical drawing”, ironic towards the concept of “analitycal 
painting”, the pictorial research developed at the end of the 1960s in Europe and Italy. 
The framed drawings represent the repeating pattern of checkered cloths. The title 
“quadretti” is the italian word meaning both “checkered” and “small frameworks”.



INVENTARIO 
2 photo albums 19,2x28,8x2 cm - 2010

Inventory cards of the Medieval Museum of Bologna are bound as family photo albums of the early XXth century, to catalogue 
the etnographic collection that is kept inside two glass cabinets by Pelagio Palagi in the same room where OHM is hosted. 
The typographic elements of the cover are used to draw a scheme of each cabinet, instead of decoration.

Bottom left: display view at the Art Book Biennial - Modena, 2011.



SUSPENSE (GRAVE)
installation, happening, tour courier, badge - 2009/2015

SuspenseSuspense, a state of uncertainty and unstable equilibrium is recalling the happening Significato, first 
opening of OHM at the neon>campobase gallery (24 septeber 2009), during which the public signed 
with etching tools the woodden surface of the piece. In that occasion Pergola presented a series of 
500 woodden eggs impressed with the Ω that is the symbol of the musuem. The eggs, kept in the 
middle drawer ‐ negotium, that travelled independently from the main structure, weren't visible to 
the public since 2011. Now, in conclusion of this story, the artist brings back the last egg at OHM, 
displacing it at the same time in a condition of "willing suspension": will more still be possible? What 
wilwill be happening? A tour courier displaying a “no-logo Cattelan’s Badge” accompanies the visitors 
along.



SUPPERMANAGER
Installation with a set of 12 hand-decorated majolica dishes, 30X30 cm - 2009. Happening: working lunch - 2011
A set of hand decorated pottery dishes is used to serve the lunch at Casabianca, no profit contemporary art center. Each dish is the frame of 
a comic inspired by the true story of Jerome Kerviel, the french trader who left a hole of 5 billions euros at the Societe General, the bank he 
was working for, in 2008, when the subprime crisis started. In memory of this, the room where the lunch is served is divided in two parts with 
a skyline made of “briks”.



IL CASTELLO
Artist book, serigraphy 19,2x28,8x2 cm - 2012

“Das Schloß” by F. Kafka, displaying the “Standard & Poor 500” stock market index as a frontispiece.

 



INVENTARIO
Happening - European Night of Museums, 14th May 2011
People visiting the art public library of the town during the European Night of Museums sign in on the books 
where the incoming reviews are recorded since 1872. At the end of the night the books returned to be used 
for scheduling, but  at the same time were included in the artist book’s collection of the libray.



POTERE OPERAIO (1967-2012- ...)
100 blank newspaper with the original heading of Potere Operaio, an italian journal of the italian '68th political 
season. The working class hostory as it was never been written.

The original cliché (belonging to my family and used for the first issue of Potere Operaio, 20th may 1967) was The original cliché (belonging to my family and used for the first issue of Potere Operaio, 20th may 1967) was 
reprinted for this serie on blak newspapers. The work continues a series of actions and interventions on the fa-
mily's books (sCulture, 2007; Epifanie, 2006; Clausura, 2005). Cfr. pag. 862 de L'operaismo degli anni Sessan-
ta. Da "Quaderni rossi" a "Classe operaia", by Giuseppe Trotta e Fabio Milana. DeriveApprodi, Roma 2008, but 
also Con un piede impigliato nella storia, Anna Negri, Feltrinelli, 2009.

Bottom left: display view at “it will happen tomorrow”, Museo Marino Marini, Florence. 2015. (Thanks to Gian-
carlo Norese, owner of the photo credits).



REALIZZATI
Magazine, digital print, 26x30 cm - 2011
Realìzzati (Make it happen) is a fake work of a fashion magazine that is distributed in Italy together with one of  major newspaper of the country. With comics alternate to more subtle interventions the meaning of the 
images and text of the magazine changes revealing a parallel meaning. 
 



SIGHTSEEING (detail)
Lambda print, different sizes - 2010



MADELEINE
Situation for RISS(E), space of conflict  - Ermanno Cristini’s studio, Varese, 2012
WhaWhat is the meaning of “opening here a museum”? Starting from this basic point discussed with Antonella 
Huber, professor in Museography of the Contemporary Art, I arrange an unusual setting where the 
distance between different social roles turnes to zero and the performer and specatator are mirroring 
into each other. The people that came to see the exhibition, are intrduced to the teacher which ask each 
candidate a single quesrtion: do you remember me?



PENTAGONO
Paper, alluminium, glass, golden alloy and other - 2008/2010 

Above: installation view at Festa Mobile, on table a prepared for a 
lecture performance by Italo Zuffi Bologna 2012.



MA-GRADE (MA°)
Block of wood, non-graduated therometer - MAGra - Museo d’Arte di Granara, 2011
AA piece of wood with a non-graduated thermometer is placed inside a small chapel, which hosts the Art Museum of Granara, an ecological village in 
the italian appenines. During the year, visitors and residents can eventually record the temperature by carving the wood at the level of the mercury 
column. At the endo of the year, a new measurement unit for the “local” temperature will be determined by dividing the range for the number of 
measurements done. The unit, that will be called MA grade (MA°), refers to the italian meaning of the word (MA = maybe), is declining the idea of 
scientific certainty in favour of the influence of case and spontaneous happenings.



PARLARE AL MURO/SPEAKING TO THE WALL
32 serigraphy printed t-shirt, happening, public speech - 2010/2011
Fragments of writings on the bedroom’s walls are printed on a series of t-shirt. The 
private and solitary action may become a public speech by dressing garements and 
searching for each others. 

AA spoken version of this work is circulating in schools and university, in the 
interpretation of an actor (PASSING BY Filippo Pagotto): through a stream of 
consciousness ex-cathedra, created by assembling the phrases in a fluxus, the 
“professor” is represented as the declining figure where meaning is lost.



RICREAZIONE
Lambda print 50x37,5 cm - 2004



DO YOU MIND
Diptych, lambda print 37,5x50 cm - 2006



FIN&?
Lambda print - 37,5x50 cm - 2006



MY BETTER HALF
lambda print on aluminium

20x15 cm - 2006



LOOK
diptych, graphite on paper, 2 drawings 11,5x11,5 cm. 7x7 cm. 2004



BILATERAL DRAWINGS
12x17 cm notebook, ink on paper, 2005

First series of bilateral drawings, documenting an insight 
experience: meaningless details of the home where I was 
born are sketched on a notebook.



BILATERAL DRAWINGS
12x17 cm notebook, black ink on paper, 2005



COUPLE
china ink on paper - 30x30 cm - 2002



MATRIMONIO
C-print, 50x70. 2005.
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